Centre for Financial Analysis and Policy have the pleasure of inviting you to a lecture with Professor Grzegorz W. Kolodko in connection with his new book:


The lecture will take place 17 May 2011 at 1 pm in W2.02, Cambridge Judge Business School, Trumpington street

Professor Grzegorz W. Kolodko (www.kolodko.net), intellectualist and politician, a key architect of Polish reforms, renowned expert on economic policy. In 1989 he took part in historical Round Table negotiations leading to the first post-communist government in Central Europe. While Deputy Premier and Minister of Finance (1994-97) he led Poland to the OECD. Holding the same positions again in 2002-03 he played an important role in Poland's integration with the European Union. He is the founder and Director of TIGER (www.tiger.edu.pl) – Transformation, Integration and Globalization Economic Research – at Kozminski University in Warsaw (www.kozminski.edu.pl).


Professor Kolodko is a marathon runner and globetrotter who has explored almost 150 countries. He is a music lover and a photographer.

Contact person: Ms. Sheryl Anderson (sa609@cam.ac.uk).